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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to an image processing
apparatus, an image processing method, and a program
storage medium. More particularly, the invention relates
to an image processing apparatus, an image processing
method, and a program storage medium for outputting
image data formed by form overlay-processing normal
page data and color form data of a plurality of plane im-
ages of different colors.

Related Background Art

[0002] In recent years, the demand to print a document
and an image having a higher power of expression and
a higher degree of appeal has been increasing for a page
printer and a color page printer which can print in color
has already been put into practical use. The color page
printer is constructed so that page description languages
such as color image data, color designation command,
and the like can be interpreted. For example, by perform-
ing a predetermined color converting process to each of
color drawing commands described by RGB, it is decom-
posed and converted into a plurality of color planes (for
example, Y, M, C, Bk, etc.) and an image (raster image)
is formed every color plane.
[0003] A video signal which reflects ON/OFF of bits of
the raster image is area-sequentially transferred every
color plane to a printer engine. A final image is formed
on a recording paper by well-known latent image forming
means, developing means, and fixing means. Such a
color page printer has a plurality of color toner (for in-
stance, yellow = Y, magenta = M, cyan = C, black = Bk)
corresponding to the respective planes and forms an im-
age onto the recording paper by overlaying the image of
each plane by each toner.
[0004] A raster image forming procedure of each plane
in a conventional color image processing apparatus will
now be described hereinbelow with reference to Figs. 3,
4, and 5. For simplicity of explanation, a case of outputting
a video signal as much as one page in a single unit after
a raster memory of one page was formed (full painting
system) will now be described. However, the same shall
also similarly apply to a case where one page is divided
into a plurality of bands and raster images of the subse-
quent bands are sequentially formed simultaneously with
a video transfer (banding system). It is now assumed that
a case where there is an instruction to draw a character
"A" in red color by a page description language inputted
from the outside is shown here. Reference numerals 301,
302, 303, and 304 in Fig. 3 denote raster memories (page
buffers) of one page of each plane of Y, M, C, and Bk.
Fig. 4 shows a structure of a drawing object to generate
the raster image in Fig. 3. The drawing object here de-

notes an intermediate data format at the stage before a
final raster image is formed and it is now assumed that
it is a bit map pattern corresponding to a character code
"A".
[0005] First, to express red in a color space of YMCBk,
since it is sufficient to set (Y : M : C : Bk = 1 : 1 : 0 : 0),
as shown in Fig. 3, the character "A" is drawn into each
plane of Y and M (the bit at the corresponding position
in the raster memory is set to ON).
[0006] On the other hand, for each plane of C and Bk,
it is necessary to set the character "A" to a blank space
(the bit at the corresponding position in the page buffer
is set to OFF). This is because if the bit at the position
where the character "A" should be drawn has already
been set to ON by a different drawing object, when the
images of the respective planes are overlaid on the re-
cording paper, the red color is not correctly reconstruct-
ed.
[0007] In Fig. 4, reference numeral 404 denotes a font
object constructed by: a bit map pattern (406) of the char-
acter "A"; and an information portion (405) in which in-
formation such as width, height, and the like of the pattern
has been stored. Reference numeral 401 denotes a
drawing instruction information portion in which informa-
tion to discriminate at which position in the page the font
object should be drawn has been stored.
[0008] The font pattern 406 is formed, for example,
from scalable font data by a font scaler (not shown) on
the basis of information such as font, character size, char-
acter code, and the like instructed by the page description
language. On the other hand, the drawing information
401 has color information (403) besides information (402)
such as head address (addr) on the memory of the font
object, drawing position (x, y) in the page where the writ-
ing of the drawing object is started, and the like. The color
information 403 consists of four bits here and to which
plane the drawing object is drawn among the YMCBk
planes, namely, the bit of the raster image of which plane
is set to "1" is instructed by the contents of each bit. In
the diagram, the bits sequentially correspond to Y, M, C,
and Bk from the head bit. Therefore, the diagram shows
that if head two bits among four bits of the color informa-
tion are set to "1", when the font pattern 406 is drawn to
each plane of Y and M, the bit at the corresponding po-
sition on the page buffer is set to "1". Since the third and
fourth bits of the color information are equal to 0, for the
corresponding C and Bk planes, the bits in the page buffer
at the position corresponding to the font pattern are set
to "0".
[0009] In the drawing process, since a range where
the bits of each plane are rewritten lies at only the portions
where the bits of the font pattern 406 are set to "1", the
font object is called a mask object and the color informa-
tion 403 is handled as a background of a mask, namely,
a background.
[0010] For simplicity, the explanation has been made
here on the assumption that the background 403 is bit
information merely showing the presence or absence.
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However, a dither pattern to express a halftone color can
be also used (Fig. 5). In this case, the color information
has a different dither pattern every plane. Head address-
es (BG_addr) of those dither patterns are set as color
information 503. For example, the dither pattern is set to
a fixed pattern of (32 x 32) dots and a dither pattern in
which all bits are set to "0" is used for the plane which is
overwritten in white. In Fig. 5 a construction other than
the color information 503 is substantially the same as the
construction of Fig. 4.
[0011] In a printing such as a general work or the like,
on the other hand, in many cases, there is used a form
overlay printing such that a regular form portion (herein-
after, referred to as form data) like a slip or a regular
document in which the contents of a plurality of pages
are identical like a title, a frame line, or the like and an
irregular data portion (hereinafter, referred to as data to
be overlaid) like numbers, names, or the like in a table
in which the contents differ every page are overlaid and
printed.
[0012] In a conventional page printer in which a page
description language is analyzed and a corresponding
raster image is formed, both of the form data and the
data to be overlaid are described by a page description
language format and the printing of the regular form por-
tion is realized by registering and executing the form data
as a macro command. That is, a command group of the
page description languages to draw individual frame line,
title characters, and the like constructing the form is pre-
liminarily registered as one or a plurality of macro com-
mands into a memory area of the printer and by executing
the macro command (group) each time the page chang-
es, the form overlay printing is realized.
[0013] The execution of the macro command will now
be described in detail hereinbelow.
[0014] According to the macro command which has
already been registered in the memory area (free RAM
or the like) of the printer, at the time of the designation
of the macro (= execution of the first time) and after com-
pletion of the analysis of the data to be overlaid as much
as one page, for example, each time a sheet ejection
command is received (= execution of the second time
and subsequent times), the registration contents, name-
ly, the command group of the page description language
constructing the form are read out from the memory area
and are analyzed by page description language analyz-
ing means in a manner similar to the data to be overlaid
of the normal page. After that, a drawing object as an
intermediate code to form a raster image of one page is
generated. It is sufficient to perform the generating proc-
ess of the drawing object in substantially the same man-
ner when the data to be overlaid is processed.
[0015] There is also a case where prior to executing
the printing, the form data is previously transferred from
the host computer to the printer and is registered as mac-
ro data into a non-volatile memory such as a flash mem-
ory or the like, a non-volatile external storage device such
as a hard disk or the like, or a volatile memory such as

an RAM or the like, thereby making it unnecessary to
transfer the form data every time. In this case, at the time
of the print execution, only a macro designation com-
mand to instruct the macro data in the flash memory,
hard disk, or RAM by a number or the like is sent. It will
be obviously understood that when the form data is reg-
istered into the RAM, after the power source of the printer
has been turned off, the macro designation command is
invalid. However, when the form data is registered into
the flash memory or the like, when the power source is
turned on again, the macro designation command is still
valid.
[0016] The foregoing conventional technique, howev-
er, has problems which will be explained hereinbelow.
[0017] That is, in the conventional image processing
apparatus, since the form data has been registered by a
page description language format, at each page to be
subjected to a form overlay, the same form data (macro
data) is read out and analyzed and a drawing object is
generated. When the contents of the form data are com-
plicated, therefore, it takes long time for the analysis of
the regular form portion and the generation of the drawing
object every page. That is, as the drawing contents of
the regular form portion become more complicated, the
processing time of the form portion further increases.
[0018] In case of performing an overlay printing of a
plurality of pages by using the same form data, the same
macro (command group) is analyzed every time and eve-
ry page and the same drawing object is generated, so
that there is a problem such that irrespective of the form
of the same contents, the printing speed of the second
and subsequent pages is not improved.
[0019] Further, since the same drawing object is gen-
erated every page and the drawing object is not shared
among a plurality of pages, the capacity of the memory
necessary for the drawing process increases and there
is also a fear of deterioration of performance such as
waiting for sheet ejection or the like. Particularly, in the
case where a complicated form including a figure, an
image, or the like is overlay designated and an error such
as shortage of a drawing memory or the like occurs, the
same error occurs in all of the pages subjected to the
form overlay. Therefore, it is important to solve the above
problems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0020] As one of the means for solving the above prob-
lems, there is considered a method whereby form data
is preliminarily rasterized and is held as image data,
namely, form image into a memory area in a printer and,
at the time of an overlay printing, the form data is output-
ted at a high speed without needing to perform an anal-
ysis and a rasterization of the form data (hereinafter, re-
ferred to as a pre-rasterizing system).
[0021] In the pre-rasterizing system, in a page in which
the overlay designation has been performed, after the
form image was copied into a band buffer, by merely
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analyzing and rasterizing the normal page data, the over-
lay drawing can be performed. Since a memory of a large
capacity is needed to hold the form image of one page
(a memory of about 8 MBytes is necessary in case of the
image of the A3 size, a resolution of 600 dpi, and mon-
ochromatic color), after the form image was compressed
by the encoding means, it is held in the memory area of
the printer and when it is copied into the band buffer, the
compressed image is decoded.
[0022] According to the pre-rasterizing system as
mentioned above, the bit map image which was once
rasterized is again drawn into the band buffer, thereby
drawing the form image. Therefore, it ought to be difficult
to apply the pre-rasterizing system to the conventional
color image processing apparatus for outputting a color
image by using a plurality of planes.
[0023] This is because, in the conventional color image
processing apparatus, as described in the conventional
technique, when an individual drawing object such as
character, figure, or the like is drawn, for a plane which
is unnecessary to be drawn, the same contents as those
of the plane which needs to be drawn are drawn in white
(namely, erased), thereby drawing in correct color ac-
cording to the designation, and when form images which
have previously been separated into different planes are
again drawn in a memory, the other planes are drawn in
white and a problem such that parts of planes of the form
image are erased occurs. For example, to express a red
form image, (Y : M : C : Bk = 1 : 1 : 0 : 0) and the form
image is separated into two planes of Y and M and stored
into a memory. This is because when the image is again
drawn into the band buffer from the planes of Y and M,
if the plane of M is drawn after completion of the drawing
of the Y plane, the Y plane which was first drawn is de-
leted by white, so that the form image of only magenta
(M) is derived. It is, therefore, a concern of the invention
to provide image processing apparatus and method and
a program storage medium, in which only form images
which have previously been separated into different
planes can be individually drawn without exerting any
influence on the other planes.
[0024] United States Patent Specification No
US-A-5104245 discloses a CPU which can combine form
data and non-form data and develop and result of syn-
thetic image in a frame memory for printing. This prior
art is acknowledged in the preamble of claims 1 and 11.
[0025] The CPU sequentially develops only non-form
data in a previously set area of the image memory after
form data has been developed without erasing the de-
veloped form data until the form data is selected to
change.
[0026] United States Patent Specification No
US-A-5715382 discloses the generation of personalised
documents which can include variable data, and may re-
quire one or more varying overlay images to be printed
on top of a background image. To avoid the generation
of the background image for each document separately
a method is provided for storing the background image

permanently and merging it with overlay images just be-
fore printing.
[0027] Accordingly the aspects of the present inven-
tion provides an image processing apparatus as set out
in claim 1 and a method of processing images as set out
in claim 11.
[0028] With the above construction, according to the
invention, a color form overlay can be outputted at a high
speed irrespective of the contents of the form data. Par-
ticularly, in a print command of a plurality of pages such
that a normal page differs every page for the form data
of the same contents, a form data processing time of the
second and subsequent pages can be set to almost "0".
[0029] As for a regular form portion, since there is no
need to individually have the same drawing object every
plurality of pages, the memory which is required for the
drawing objects of a plurality of pages can be totally sup-
pressed and the reduction of the processing speed such
as a sheet ejection waiting or the like can be avoided.
[0030] In order that the present invention may be more
readily understood embodiments thereof will now be de-
scribed by way of example and with reference to the ac-
companying drawings; in which:

Fig 1 is a block diagram showing a schematic con-
struction of a color laser beam printer to which the
invention can be applied;
Fig 2 is a cross sectional view showing an internal
structure of a printer engine of a color image process-
ing apparatus shown in the first embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a raster image
formation of each plane in a conventional color im-
age processing apparatus;
Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a construction
of a drawing object and an application in the conven-
tional color image processing apparatus;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram showing a construction
of a drawing object and an application in the conven-
tional color image processing apparatus (in the case
where a dither pattern is designated in a back-
ground);
Fig. 6 is a block diagram for explaining a fundamental
construction of a controller of the image processing
apparatus shown in the first embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing a form raster registration
processing procedure in the image processing ap-
paratus shown in the first embodiment;
Figs. 8A, 8B and 8C are diagrams for explaining a
construction of an object memory and an application
of the image processing apparatus shown in the first
embodiment;
Fig. 9, which is composed of Figs. 9A and 9B, is a
block diagramss for explaining a construction of a
form image memory in the image processing appa-
ratus shown in the first embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart showing a form image search-
ing procedure in the image processing apparatus
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shown in the first embodiment;
Fig. 11, which is composed of Figs. 11A and 11B, is
a flowchart showing a processing procedure for a
form overlay designation command in the image
processing apparatus shown in the first embodi-
ment;
Fig. 12 is a diagram for explaining a link relation be-
tween an application and a form raster in the image
processing apparatus shown in the first embodi-
ment;
Fig. 13 is a flowchart showing a form raster register-
ing procedure of an image processing apparatus
having a non-volatile memory shown in the second
embodiment;
Fig. 14 is a diagram showing an example of the con-
tents of a form overlay execution print command in
the embodiment; and
Fig. 15, which is composed of Figs. 15A, 15B and
15C, is a flowchart showing a procedure in case of
performing a form overlay without using a form raster
registration command (flowchart showing a proce-
dure also corresponding to a process = S1109 ex-
cept for the form designation command and proc-
esses = S1110 to S1111 in the case where the des-
ignated form raster cannot be found in Figs. 11A and
11B).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[First Embodiment]

[0031] The first embodiment of the invention will now
be described hereinbelow with reference to the drawings.
[0032] First, a construction of a color image processing
apparatus suitable for applying the invention will be de-
scribed with reference to Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 is a block
diagram showing a schematic structure of the color im-
age processing apparatus to which the invention can be
applied and, for example, shows a case of a laser beam
printer. It will be obviously understood that the image
processing apparatus to which the invention can be ap-
plied is not limited to the laser beam printer but can be
applied to printing apparatuses of the other printing sys-
tems.
[0033] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 101 denotes an
external apparatus such as a host computer or the like
and 102 a main body of a color laser beam printer to
which the embodiment is applied.
[0034] The color laser beam printer 102 is constructed
so as to receive print data (character codes, figure data,
etc.) or image data of a page description language format
from the external apparatus 101, form a corresponding
character pattern, figure pattern, or the like in accordance
with those information, and form an image onto a record-
ing paper as a recording medium.
[0035] Reference numeral 105 denotes a printer en-
gine for actually forming a latent image onto a photosen-

sitive drum every dot data (image data) of each color of
Y, M, C, and Bk, overlaying the images of four colors of
Y, M, C, and Bk onto the print sheet, and thermally fixing
them, thereby printing.
[0036] Reference numeral 103 denotes a printer con-
trol unit (hereinafter, referred to as a controller) for per-
forming a whole control of the laser beam printer 102 and
analyzing character information or the like which is sup-
plied from the host computer. The controller 103 is con-
nected to the printer engine 105, analyzes the print data
which is supplied from the external apparatus 101, forms
page information comprising dot data of each color of Y,
M, C, and Bk based on the print data, and sequentially
transmits the dot data (video signal) to the printer engine
105.
[0037] Reference numeral 104 denotes an operation
panel on which switches for operation, an LED display,
and the like are arranged. By operating the panel 104,
the operator (user) can perform a designation of a pre-
determined operation, a setting of a print environment,
and the like for the color laser beam printer 102.
[0038] Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view showing an in-
ternal structure of the printer engine 105 of the color laser
beam printer 102 in the embodiment.
[0039] In the diagram, reference numeral 201 denotes
a print sheet as a recording medium; 202 a sheet cassette
to hold the print sheets 201; and 203 a cassette sheet
feed clutch serving as a cam for separating only one top
print sheet among the print sheets 201 put on the sheet
cassette 202 and conveying a front edge portion of the
separated print sheet to a position of a sheet feed roller
204 by driving means (not shown). The clutch 203 inter-
mittently rotates every sheet feeding operation and feeds
one print sheet in correspondence to one rotation. When
the print sheet is conveyed by the sheet feed clutch 203,
the sheet feed roller 204 rotates while lightly pressing the
print sheet 201, thereby conveying the print sheet 201.
[0040] Reference numeral 220 denotes a sheet inser-
tion tray and 221 indicates a manual sheet feed clutch
for enabling not only the print sheets to be fed from the
sheet cassette 202 but also the print sheets to be man-
ually fed from the sheet insertion tray 220 one by one.
[0041] Reference numeral 205 denotes a transfer
drum; 206 a gripper to sandwich the front edge of the
print sheet; and 207 a conveying roller. The transfer drum
205 rotates at a predetermined speed. When the gripper
206 on the transfer drum 205 arrives at the position of
the front edge of the print sheet, the gripper sandwiches
the front edge portion of the print sheet. The print sheet
201 is wound around the transfer drum 205 and conveyed
by this sandwiching operation and the conveying roller
207.
[0042] Reference numeral 208 denotes a photosensi-
tive drum; 209 a developer supporter; 210 a yellow toner
developer; 211 a magenta toner developer; 212 a cyan
toner developer; and 213 a black toner developer.
[0043] The developer supporter 209 rotates and con-
veys the developer of the toner of a desired color to a
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position of the photosensitive drum 208 where the image
can be developed.
[0044] Reference numeral 214 denotes a laser driver
to drive a semiconductor laser (not shown). The laser
driver 214 turns on/off the semiconductor laser in accord-
ance with the dot data (video signal) which is transmitted
from the printer controller 103, thereby on/off switching
a laser beam 224 which is emitted from the semiconduc-
tor laser.
[0045] The laser beam 224 forms an image on the pho-
tosensitive drum 208 and is swung to the right and left
by a rotary polygon mirror (not shown), thereby scanning
in the main scanning direction and forming a latent image
on a main scan line. At the same time, the photosensitive
drum 208 is rotated synchronously with the position of
the print sheet 201 on the transfer drum 205. By the above
operation, an electrostatic latent image of one page by
the exposure of the laser beam is formed on the surface
of the photosensitive drum 208 charged by a charging
device (not shown). The latent image on the photosen-
sitive drum 208 is developed as a toner image by the
developer of a predetermined color toner in the develop-
ers 210 to 213 and, after that, the toner image is trans-
ferred onto the print sheet 201 on the transfer drum 205.
[0046] Further the toner images are overlaid onto the
print sheet 201 on the transfer drum 205 by only the
number of times of the necessary color toner. The print
sheet 201 onto which the necessary toner image has
been transferred is separated from the transfer drum 205
by a transfer separating claw 216. The toner image is
thermally fixed by fixing rollers 217 and 217’ and passes
through conveying rollers 218, 218’, and 219 and is eject-
ed onto a sheet ejection tray 230.
[0047] In the color laser beam printer 102 of the em-
bodiment, the processes of the formation and transfer of
the latent image are executed in accordance with the
order of yellow, magenta, cyan, and black.
[0048] Since each of the yellow toner developer 210,
magenta toner developer 211, cyan toner developer 212,
and black toner developer 213 is formed like a casing of
a cassette type and is detachable from the main body,
the developers 210, 211, 212, and 213 are simply re-
ferred to as a Y cartridge, an M cartridge, a C cartridge,
and a Bk cartridge hereinbelow, respectively.
[0049] Fig. 6 is a block diagram for explaining a fun-
damental construction of a color image processing ap-
paratus showing the first embodiment of the invention
and shows an internal construction of the controller 103
of the color image processing apparatus in Fig. 1. The
invention can be applied to a single apparatus or a system
in which processes are executed through a network such
as an LAN or the like so long as the functions of the
invention are executed.
[0050] In the diagram, the printer controller 103 is con-
nected to the external host computer 101 through a pre-
determined interface 608 and executes a predetermined
printing process in accordance with the print data which
is sent from the host computer 101. The print data re-

ceived from the host computer 101 is temporarily stored
as reception data into an input buffer 607.
[0051] The form data described by a page description
language format has previously been stored as a file in
a hard disk or the like of the host computer 101. At the
time of a form overlay printing, the form data is added as
overlay registration data (macro command) to normal
page data and the resultant data is transmitted. It is as-
sumed that the individual form data on the host computer
is managed by a file name which can be unconditionally
identified.
[0052] Reference numeral 601 denotes a printer CPU
for systematically controlling accesses to various devices
connected to a system bus 606 on the basis of a control
program 603 stored in an ROM 602 as a read only mem-
ory. First, the print data stored in the input buffer 607 is
analyzed. A drawing object of at least one page is gen-
erated (an object generator 603a). Subsequently, a
raster image (image data) of one page (or one band ob-
tained by dividing into a plurality of bands) is formed on
the basis of the drawing object (an object drawer 603c:
also referred to as image data drawing means). Further,
the video signal according to on/off of the bits of the raster
image is outputted to the printing unit (printer engine) 105
through an engine interface 609 (an output of the video
signal is referred to as a "ship" hereinbelow). The printer
engine 105 prints the image onto the print sheet 201 on
the basis of the video signal received from the CPU 601.
[0053] The banding system in which a plurality of band
rasters obtained by dividing a page into bands are pre-
pared is constructed so as to simultaneously perform the
formation of the raster image and the shipping operation.
That is, while shipping one band raster which has already
been drawn, a drawing object belonging to the other band
raster is drawn.
[0054] The control program 603 is constructed by a
program to realize the following functions besides the
above construction.
[0055] That is, the control program 603 is constructed
by: a form data register/reader 603b for registering the
form data described by the page description language
into an RAM 605 (which will be explained hereinlater) in
the case where the print data in the input buffer 607 is a
form data registration command and for reading out the
form data when a form overlay designation command is
received; the object drawer 603c for generating a form
raster on the basis of the read-out form data; a form mem-
ory manager 603d for storing and holding the form raster
into the RAM 605; and a form raster drawer 603e for
overlaying the form raster to the normal page data and
drawing resultant data into a page memory 605c. The
form memory manager 603d has a cache function such
that whether the form raster corresponding to the re-
quested form data has already been stored in a form
raster memory 605d or not is discriminated and, if it has
already been stored, the stored form raster is used with-
out reading out the form data from a form data memory
605b. The ROM 602 is also used as a memory to store
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font data constructed by dot fonts or scalable fonts which
are used to output characters (font ROM 604).
[0056] Reference numeral 605 denotes the RAM
which functions as a main memory, a work memory, or
the like of the CPU 601 and can expand a memory ca-
pacity by an option RAM which is connected to an ex-
pansion port (not shown). The RAM 605 is used as: an
object memory 605a to store the drawing object; a work
memory 605e which is temporarily used by the control
program 603; band buffer (or page buffer) 605c to store
a raster image corresponding to two pictures of the band
area obtained by dividing one page into bands (or raster
image of one page); form data memory 605b to store the
form data described by the page description language;
and form raster memory 605d to store the form raster.
The RAM 605 is also used as a cache memory (not
shown) to cache a character pattern developed on the
basis of scalable data in the font ROM 604, a print envi-
ronment data storing memory (not shown), and the like.
It is now assumed that the band buffer 605c is shared by
each plane of Y, M, C, and Bk.
[0057] An electric power is supplied from a power
source (not shown) to the laser beam printer 102. Al-
though the explanation has been made on the assump-
tion that the form data is stored into the RAM 605, the
form data can be also previously registered and stored
into a non-volatile memory such as a flash memory or
the like.
[0058] Although the explanation has been made on
the assumption that the apparatus constructing the in-
vention is supplied as a program stored in the ROM, the
invention is not limited. It is also possible to construct in
a manner such that the control program is supplied by a
medium such as floppy disk, hard disk, or the like and is
loaded into the RAM or the like prior to execution and,
after that, the program is executed. The invention can be
also embodied by installing the control program from a
storage medium such as CD-ROM, CD-R, memory card,
DVD, or the like through a drive (not shown) and control-
ling it. Claims of the present invention also incorporate
such an embodiment.
[0059] Subsequently, a registering procedure of the
form data and form raster in the image processing appa-
ratus with the above construction will now be described
hereinbelow with reference to a flowchart of Fig. 7.
[0060] In the diagram, according to the control program
603, in step S701, the print data which is sent from the
host computer 101 is stored into the input buffer 607
through the predetermined interface 608 as input means.
Subsequently, the CPU 601 discriminates whether the
print data exists in the input buffer 607 or not (step S702).
If it does not exist, the processing routine is finished.
When the print data exists, the print data is analyzed in
step S703 and subsequent steps.
[0061] In step S703, a check is made to see if the print
data is a form data registration command. If YES, the
form data corresponding to the size instructed as a pa-
rameter of the form data registration command is read

out from the input buffer and written into the form data
memory 605b (step S704). The processing routine is re-
turned to step S701 in order to read out the subsequent
print data from the input buffer 607.
[0062] As a parameter of the form data registration
command, a form number (form ID) which can uncondi-
tionally discriminate the form contents is designated in
addition to the form data size. By making the form ID
correspond to the form data on the host computer side
and managing, the form data of different contents can be
distinguished.
[0063] In steps S703 and S704, the form data as much
as the size instructed as a parameter of the form data
registration command has been registered. It is also pos-
sible to construct in a manner such that the head and
end of the form data are instructed by two commands of
an overlay registration start command and an overlay
registration end command. In this case, to discriminate
whether the form data is being registered or not, a flag
which is reset to "0" when a power source is turned on
or the like is prepared, the flag is set to "1" when the
overlay registration start command is received, and in
the case where the flag has been set to "1", it is decided
that the form data is being registered, and the flag is reset
when the overlay registration end command is received.
[0064] In the case where the form data memory is con-
structed in the non-volatile memory such as a flash mem-
ory or the like and the form data is preliminarily registered
before the print data is received, there is no need to ex-
ecute the processes in steps S703 to S704. Processes
in this case will be explained in the second embodiment.
[0065] When it is determined in step S703 that the print
data is not the form data registration command, a check
is made in subsequent step S705 to see if the print data
is the form raster registration command. If it is decided
that the print data is the form raster registration com-
mand, the form raster is registered in step S706 and sub-
sequent steps. That is, a check is made to see if the form
raster corresponding to the form data has been regis-
tered in the form raster memory 605d (step S706). If it is
not registered yet, in subsequent step S707, the form
data is read out from the form data memory 605b and
the drawing object corresponding to each print data in
the form data is generated by the object generator 603a.
It is sufficient to execute the generating process of the
drawing object in step S707 in a manner similar to the
processes for analyzing the data to be drawn in the nor-
mal page and generating the drawing object.
[0066] When it is determined in step S706 to see if the
form raster corresponding to the form data has already
been registered in the form raster memory, the process-
ing routine is returned to step S701 in order to analyze
the subsequent print data.
[0067] In step S707, the drawing object is generated
and, at the same time, management information (here-
inafter, form information) to identify the form is also tem-
porarily stored into the work memory. The form ID (which
is designated by the host) which is unconditionally deter-
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mined every form, a sheet size, a printing direction of the
print sheet, a data formation resolution, a color mode
(gradation), and the like are included in the form infor-
mation.
[0068] In step S708, after the form raster was formed
by the object drawer 603c, the form image is encoded
by a raster encoder 603f and, further, the encoded form
image and the form information which was temporarily
stored in the work memory are stored into the form raster
memory 605d (this storage is performed by the form
memory manager 603d). The process in step S708 is
executed with respect to all of the planes of YMCBk. After
the form rasters of all of the planes were registered (step
S709), the generated drawing object is cleared (step
S711) and the processing routine is returned to step
S701.
[0069] In the embodiment, it is assumed that the form
raster to be formed in the above step is formed and stored
in a state where one page is divided into a plurality of
bands and a division height is set to a value that is (1/in-
teger) time as high as a possible height of the band buffer
605c. In other words, in the case where the band buffer
605c can be set to three stages of the heights of 256
dots, 512 dots, and 1024 dots by the installed memory,
it is sufficient to form and store the form raster by the
height of 256 dots.
[0070] It is sufficient to draw the drawing object into
the form raster in substantially the same manner as the
procedure for drawing the drawing object of the normal
page into the raster memory upon shipping. That is, as
described in the conventional technique, each mask ob-
ject such as a font pattern or the like is drawn for all of
the planes (it is drawn to the planes in which the bit of
the background designation in the drawing information
has been set to "1" and in order to erase in white, it is
drawn to the planes in which the bit has been set to "0").
[0071] When it is decided in step S705 that the print
data is not the form raster registration command, in step
S710, an analysis of the other print command such as a
setting of a print environment or the like is executed. The
processing routine is returned to step S701.
[0072] Figs. 8A to 8C are a memory map (Fig. 8A)
showing the object memory 605a of one page and block
diagrams (Figs. 8B and 8C) showing schematic construc-
tions of management contents. In Fig. 8A, reference nu-
meral 801 denotes a page information header to store
various information of each page. The header 801 is con-
structed by information to be managed every page,
namely: a page number which is sequentially counted
from the turn-on of the power source; a print resolution;
a sheet size; a color mode; the number of band rasters;
a total capacity (memory use amount) of the drawing ob-
ject belonging to the relevant page; information showing
a state of the page such as "already drawn", "during the
shipping", or the like; and the like. Reference numeral
802 denotes band tables. The band tables 802 as many
as only the number of band rasters are prepared and a
drawing information area 803 corresponding to each

drawing object to be printed in each band is linked (Fig.
8B). It is now assumed that the drawing information is
called an application (appl: abbreviation). Each applica-
tion 805 and a drawing object 806 are generated and
held into the drawing information area 803 and an object
area 804, respectively.
[0073] Fig. 8C is a schematic diagram showing a con-
struction of one drawing information (application). One
drawing information is constructed so as to include the
following information as information to draw the drawing
object. That is, there are included: a printing position (bit
offset value from the upper left edge) in the band; a draw-
ing height of the drawing object; a drawing logic with the
band raster; background information (BG information); a
head address of the corresponding drawing object; an
offset amount (the number of lines) to skip the reading
of the drawing object in the case where the drawing object
is drawn from the midway of the band; a head address
of the next application (the end of link is set to NULL);
and the like. It is now assumed that the BG information
is constructed from a mode flag 807 and a plane flag 808
in the diagram.
[0074] In the case where the drawing object is drawn
over a plurality of bands, the drawing object has a plurality
of applications. That is, the applications as many as only
the number of drawing times are allocated.
[0075] As described in the conventional technique
(Fig. 4), the plane flag 808 corresponds to the color in-
formation 403 and to which one of the YMCBk planes
the drawing object is drawn is instructed by the contents
of each bit. For example, as for red that is handled as
binary data, the bit information of the plane flag is stored
by setting (YMCBk) to (1100).
[0076] The mode flag 807 is a flag to instruct whether
the bit which was set to "0" of the plane flag is validated
or not. When the mode flag is set to "1", the drawing
process similar to that of the conventional technique is
executed. That is, a mask object, namely, white is drawn
for all of the planes including the planes in which the
plane flag is equal to 0. Therefore, at the time of regis-
tration of the form raster, in the case where the drawing
object belonging to the form is drawn onto the band raster
and the case where the data to be overlaid is drawn, "1"
is set into the mode flag of the BG information. This is
because this process is a process which needs the color
separation. As will be explained hereinlater, when the
form raster is again drawn into the band raster, the mode
flag 807 is set to "0".
[0077] As for each information in the application men-
tioned above, it is sufficient to have the number of bits
which can express at least the designated print sheet by
the designated resolution.
[0078] In step S708 in Fig. 7, in the process for drawing
the drawing object in the form every band and forming
the form raster, the linked applications are sequentially
read out from the band table in accordance with a list
(not shown) in which the drawing order is disclosed and
the drawing object is drawn in accordance with the print-
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ing position information or the like in each application.
When the next application address is set to NULL, the
drawing process of the band is finished. Even in case of
drawing the data to be overlaid, it is sufficient to use sub-
stantially the same construction as that mentioned above
and the drawing using the same object drawer 603c can
be performed.
[0079] Figs. 9A and 9B are diagrams showing a sche-
matic memory construction of the form raster memory
605d which is managed by the form memory manager
603d. In the diagram, reference numeral 901 denotes a
management table of each form. The management table
901 is constructed by information which is necessary to
draw and identify each form. A memory area for the man-
agement table can be preliminarily assured in a fixed
area in the form raster memory 605d or a memory area
of a possible size can be also dynamically assured.
[0080] The management table includes therein: a form
ID (which is managed by the same number as that of the
host computer); a print resolution; the number of planes;
the total number of divided bands; a sheet size (including
the conveying direction); a band width; a head address
in a form raster band table 902; a form raster compression
type; the number of gradations (bits/pixels; not shown);
and the like.
[0081] The resolution, sheet size (and conveying di-
rection), and band width in the above information are set
on the basis of the print data and panel set values at a
time point when the form raster is formed. The form ID
is instructed as a parameter of the form data registration
command by a printer driver or the like on the host. By
possessing such information, a plurality of form rasters
in which the resolutions, sheet conveying directions, and
the like differ can be prepared for one form data.
[0082] The form raster band table 902 is a table to store
information of a band-shaped form raster unit divided in
step S708 in Fig. 7. The form raster tables 902 as many
as only the number of planes and the number of bands
in the form management table 901 are assured and in-
clude a head address of each form raster, a height of
each band, and a form raster compression size (bytes)
of each band.
[0083] The diagram shows a case where the number
of planes = 4 (YMCBK) and the number of bands = 6 and
the form raster band tables 902 as many as only (4 x 6
= 24) bands are assured. In the present example, since
the form contents to be drawn in the C plane do not exist,
all of the form raster head addresses of the C plane are
set to NULL and the compression size is set to "0", re-
spectively. If the heights of all bands including the bottom
band are constant, it is also possible to construct so as
to hold the band height into the form management table
901.
[0084] Further, although the explanation has been
made so as to manage the form raster compression size
every band raster, it is also possible to construct so as
to hold the sum of all planes into the form management
table 901. Reference numerals 903, 904, and 905 denote

coded form rasters of the Y plane, M plane, and Bk plane,
respectively, and they are actually coded by a format
according to the compression type.
[0085] Fig. 10 is a flowchart showing a searching pro-
cedure (step S706 in Fig. 7) for allowing the form memory
manager 603d of the control program to discriminate
whether the form raster corresponding to the requested
form data has already been registered in the form raster
memory 605d or not.
[0086] First, in step S1001 in the diagram, the first form
raster information is read out from the form management
table 901 in the form raster memory 605d and a check
is made to see if it coincides with each of the print infor-
mation upon generation of the form raster registration
command (S1002 to S1006).
[0087] First, the form ID of the print information upon
generation of the form raster registration command in-
putted from the outside is compared with the form ID in
the form raster information (S1002). If they are identical,
it is compared with the other form raster information
(S1003 and subsequent steps). If they are not identical,
to read the next form raster, step S1008 follows. In a
manner similar to the above, whether each of the print
resolution (S1003), the sheet size/direction (S1004), and
the color mode (S1005) is identical or not is examined,
and whether the page enlargement/reduction has been
designated or not is discriminated (S1006), respectively.
If all of the above conditions are identical, it is determined
in step S1007 that the form raster corresponding to the
designated form ID has already been registered (the valid
form ID is notified as form raster presence/absence in-
formation).
[0088] The sheet size/sheet conveying direction are
distinguished by a combination of the sheet size and the
direction in a manner such that a case of the portrait
feeding of the A4 size is set to "0" and a case of the
transverse feeding of the A4 size is set to "1". In the em-
bodiment, it is assumed that the form raster is always
registered by a direct copy size and the above conditions
are identical only when the enlargement/reduction is not
designated. In the comparison of the color mode in step
S1005, besides the distinction about the monochromat-
ic/color printing, whether the number of gradations of the
raster image is identical or not is also compared.
[0089] When any one of the information is not identical
in steps S1002 to S1006, a check is made in step S1008
to see if the search of all of the registered form rasters
has been finished. If NO, the processing routine is re-
turned to step S1001. When the search of all of the form
rasters is finished, it is decided in step S1009 that the
form raster is not registered yet, for example, an invalid
form ID such as "-1" is notified.
[0090] A format of the print data showing a print com-
mand to execute the form overlay from the host computer
to the image processing apparatus will now be described
with reference to Fig. 14. In case of the diagram shown,
the print data is constructed by form data regarding var-
ious environment settings with respect to the form and
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the data to be overlaid (character data or the like which
is composed onto the form) which are used to form-over-
lay at a processing resolution of 600 dpi. More specifically
speaking, the print data is constructed by the following
data.
[0091] The first and last data of the print data is con-
structed by a language called a JL (Job Language). The
JL as a first definition is made up of the following data.

• A job start command showing the start of a job of the
print data

• A processing resolution designation command to set
a processing resolution to process the subsequent
data to be overlaid and form data of the PDL data
format

• A processing gradation designation command to
designate the gradation to be processed

[0092] A memory configuration in the RAM 605 is ex-
ecuted in accordance with the instructed resolution and
gradation information and their areas are set. Processes
of the subsequent form data and data to be overlaid of
the PDL data format are also executed in accordance
with the designation of the processing resolution and
processing gradation.

• A sheet conveying direction setting command to des-
ignate the sheet conveying direction (portrait feed-
ing/transverse feeding)

• A binding margin setting command and a binding
position setting command to designate the image of
the data to be overlaid and the mapping position on
the print sheet in case of binding the print sheets

• A PDL shift command to instruct the activation of a
PDL analysis processing program in order to process
the print data comprising the subsequent form data
and data to be overlaid

[0093] The construction up to this stage corresponds
to the JL. After this stage, the data is written by a PDL
(page description language).

• A PDL data start command showing the start of the
print data

• An enlargement/reduction instruction command
which is set when the inputted data to be overlaid is
enlarged/reduced and drawn

• A sheet size instruction command to instruct the size
of print sheet on which the image of the data to be
overlaid should be formed

• A form overlay execution command (including infor-
mation to specify forms such as form name, form ID,
and the like) to instruct the execution of the form
overlay

[0094] The form overlay execution command is used
for allowing the form image which has previously been
stored in the form raster memory 605d to be searched

by the form cache searching process described in Fig.
10 and enabling the searched form image to be used,
thereby allowing the drawing process of the form overlay
data to be executed at a high speed. If the form image
is not stored in the form raster memory 605d, in a manner
similar to the data to be overlaid, reading and analyzing
processes of the form data are executed and the form
overlay is executed.

• Data to be overlaid on which a form overlay image
should be overlaid

• A PDL data end command which denotes the end
of the PDL data and a job end command to define
the end of the print job

[0095] The last job end command is a JL. The forego-
ing print data is print data which is sent to the printing
apparatus with a structure such that form data is previ-
ously stored (registered) into a non-volatile storage me-
dium. That is, before the print data is received, the printing
apparatus has already received the data of the form
raster registration command. It will be obviously under-
stood that for the printing apparatus which cannot register
the form data, form data (PDL) is necessary after the
form overlay execution command of the print data men-
tioned above.
[0096] The image processing apparatus receives the
print data constructed as described above from the host
computer as an external apparatus and executes the
form overlay process.
[0097] A processing procedure upon form overlay des-
ignation will now be described hereinbelow with refer-
ence to a flowchart of Figs. 11A and 11B.
[0098] In the diagram, since the reception (step S1101)
of the print data and the check (step S1102) about the
presence or absence of the print data are similar to those
in steps S701 and S702 in Fig. 7, their descriptions are
omitted.
[0099] In next step S1103 and subsequent steps, the
image processing apparatus analyzes the print data on
the basis of a predetermined printing program stored in
the ROM 602. First in step S1103, a check is made to
see if the print data which is being processed is a sheet
ejection command. If NO, in next step S1104 and sub-
sequent steps, the analysis is continued by regarding
such that the print data is the data to be printed in the
page which is at present being processed. If the print
data is decided to be the sheet ejection command, in step
S1112 and subsequent steps, the drawing and sheet
ejecting processes are executed on the assumption that
the page has been completed. In step S1103, the expla-
nation has been made with respect to the case of dis-
criminating the sheet ejection command (for example, a
form feed command) for simplicity of explanation. How-
ever, actually, even in case of the print data which can
become a factor of causing the sheet ejecting operation
such as a case where the printing position exceeds the
bottom edge of the page due to a character printing po-
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sition moving command or the like, the processing routine
advances to step S1112 and subsequent steps in a man-
ner similar to the sheet ejection command.
[0100] In step S1104, a check is made to see if the
inputted print data is a form designation command. If
YES, on the basis of the form ID designated by the pa-
rameter of the form designation command, whether the
form raster has been registered in the form raster memory
605d or not is searched (step S1105; refer to the flowchart
of Fig. 10 for details). As a result of the search, if it is
determined that the form raster adapted to the designat-
ed form ID and the current printing conditions has already
been registered (hereinafter, described as a case where
it has been hit), an application (drawing information) cor-
responding to each of the form rasters which were divided
into the bands and compressed and held is generated in
the object memory 605a (step S1106). "0" is set into the
mode flag which is set into the application, thereby in-
structing so as to independently perform the drawing
process every plane. That is, as an application corre-
sponding to the form raster, up to four applications for
the Y plane, M plane, C plane, and Bk plane are linked
in one band (which will be explained hereinlater in Fig.
12). When the mode flag is equal to "1" as mentioned
above, a process for erasing (drawing in white) the data
at the position corresponding to the drawing object is
executed to the plane in which the drawing is unneces-
sary like a conventional color printer. On the other hand,
by setting the mode flag to "0", a drawing process differ-
ent from the conventional one is executed. Although the
drawing process will be described hereinlater, when sim-
ply explaining, this is because it is necessary to redraw
the image data which was once color-separated and, ac-
cording to the same drawing process as the conventional
process, the image data of the plane in which the drawing
is necessary is also drawn in white, and it is necessary
to prevent the data from being erased.
[0101] The process in step S1106 is repeated until the
processes for all of the bands (S1107) and all of the
planes (S1108) are finished. When the making of the
applications (drawing information) for all of the form
rasters is completed, to process the subsequent print da-
ta, the processing routine is returned to step S1101.
[0102] When it is decided in step S1105 that the form
raster corresponding to the designated form ID is not
registered yet (not hit), the form data of the page descrip-
tion language format is read out from the form data mem-
ory 605b and the relevant form data is analyzed (S1110).
Each drawing object/application is generated (the mode
flag is set to "1") in a manner similar to the case of reg-
istering the form raster. After completion of the processes
of one form, the processing routine is returned to step
S1101 in order to process the subsequent print data.
[0103] When the print data is not the form designation
command in step S1104, the print data is processed as
print data (data to be overlaid) to be drawn to the normal
page in step S1109. That is, when the print data is a
character print command, scalable data corresponding

to the font information (font, size, character code, etc.)
designated by the print data is read out from the font
ROM 604 and the corresponding dot pattern (= drawing
object) is generated. The dot pattern is stored into the
object memory 605a together with the application (draw-
ing information) according to the printing position infor-
mation, width, height, drawing logic, and the like. Even
when the print data is figure data or image data other
than characters, an intermediate code/application corre-
sponding to each print command is similarly generated.
[0104] When the print data is the sheet ejection com-
mand or a command corresponding to the sheet ejection
command in step S1103, each drawing object of the form
raster or data to be overlaid is drawn into the band buffer
with reference to each of the application information
formed in the object memory 605a (steps S1112 to
S1117).
[0105] First, the mode flag in each application is
checked (step S1112). When the mode flag is equal to
"0", the coded form raster of one band is read out from
the form raster memory 605d by the form raster drawer
603e and is decoded and, after that, it is drawn into the
band buffer 605c (step S1113). Since the shipping oper-
ation to the printer engine is area sequentially performed
with respect to YMCBk, however, among the plane flags
in the application, in the case where the bit at the position
corresponding to the plane which is being processed is
not set to "1", the reading of this application is skipped.
That is, in this mode, the data is shipped to only the planes
in which the drawing is actually necessary. The data of
the planes in which the drawing is unnecessary is not
processed. In the embodiment, the drawing order is set
such that, as mentioned in the description of the print
data in Fig. 14, before the data to be overlaid of the PDL
is drawn, the drawing of the form raster (cached form) is
executed to the band buffer of each plane. Therefore,
since the form raster is drawn (actually, redrawn) in a
state where no data exists in the band buffer, it is sufficient
to merely independently draw only the planes in which
the plane flag is equal to "1".
[0106] On the other hand, if the mode flag is not equal
to "0" (namely, the mode flag is equal to "1"), the drawing
object of the normal page is read out from the object
memory 605a and is sequentially drawn into the band
buffer (step S1114). In this case, the object is certainly
drawn irrespective of the contents of the plane flag. That
is, the object is drawn to the plane in which the drawing
is necessary. For the plane in which the drawing is un-
necessary, the data is erased by drawing in white at the
position of the object.
[0107] The above processes are repeated simultane-
ously with the shipping operation to the engine until the
application of one band is finished (S1115). Until the com-
pletion of the drawing of all bands of one plane, the proc-
esses in steps S1112 to S1115 are repeated with respect
to all of the bands (S1116). When the processes of all
bands are finished, the processes in steps S1112 to
S1116 are further repeated until the end of the drawing
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of all planes (S1117). Finally, to process the print data
of the subsequent page, the processing routine is re-
turned to step S1101.
[0108] As mentioned above, when the form data or
print data is drawn, the drawing object is generated from
each data and the image data is formed in the band buff-
ers of all of the planes (also including the blank space).
The form raster which has already been cached to the
form raster memory 605d is again drawn (data is copied)
into only the band buffers of the planes in which the draw-
ing is necessary.
[0109] A construction of the application (drawing infor-
mation) when the form raster is drawn will now be de-
scribed hereinbelow with reference to Fig. 12.
[0110] In the diagram, a band table 1201 and each
application 1202 correspond to 802 and 805 in Fig. 8 and
a drawing object (character pattern "A" here) 1206 cor-
responds to 806 in Fig. 8. Applications appl 1 to appl 3
are linked to the first band (band 0) and applications appl
4 to appl 7 are linked to the second band (band 1), re-
spectively. Each drawing object to be printed in each
band is linked from the application (drawing information).
That is, the coded raster of the first band in a form raster
1203 is linked to the application appl 1. The bit in which
the mode flag of appl 1 is equal to "0" and the plane flag
corresponds to Y is set to "1". In a manner similar to the
above, the coded raster (the bit in which the mode flag
is equal to "0" and the plane flag corresponds to M is set
to "1") of the first band in a form raster 1204 is linked to
appl 2 and the coded raster (the bit in which the mode
flag is equal to "0" and the plane flag corresponds to Bk
is set to "1") of the first band in a form raster 1205 is linked
to appl 3.
[0111] Further, the coded rasters (the bits in which the
mode flags are equal to "0" and the plane flags sequen-
tially correspond to Y, M, and Bk are set to "1") of the
second bands in the form rasters, 1203, 1204, and 1205
are linked to appl 4, appl 5, and appl 6 linked to the second
band (band 1) in the page, respectively. Although an ex-
planation is omitted in the diagram, the form rasters are
linked from the applications up to band 5 in a manner
similar to the above. The present construction is formed
in step S1106 of the flowchart of Figs. 11A and 11B.
[0112] On the other hand, subsequently to appl 6, appl
7 is linked to band 1 and this shows that the drawing
object 1206 is drawn. The mode flag of appl 7 is set to
"1" and the same object is drawn to all of the planes. As
described above, when the application corresponding to
the form raster is linked to the head of the application list
and is drawn into the band buffer, by reading out the
application list from the link head and by drawing each
object, the form raster is certainly drawn at the bottom in
the page.
[0113] Processes in case of performing the overlay
printing without using the form raster registration com-
mand will now be described in detail with reference to a
flowchart of Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C.
[0114] The processes which will be explained herein-

below also correspond to the processes (steps S1110 to
S1111 in Figs. 11A and 11B) in the case where the an-
alyzing/drawing process of the data to be overlaid in step
S1109 in Figs. 11A and 11B is executed or the processes
in the case where the desired form raster is not found in
step S1105. Although the form data is read out in a lump
in steps S1110 and S1111 and the corresponding draw-
ing object is generated in Figs. 11A and 11B, to show
more in detail in Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C, a case of switch-
ing a reading source of the print data will be described.
[0115] In Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C, first in step S1501,
the CPU 601 discriminates the presence or absence of
print data. If the print data does not exist, the processing
routine is finished. The data reading source is the input
buffer if the form designation command is not being proc-
essed. The data reading source is the registered form
data memory 605b when the form designation command
is being processed (the switching of the reading source
will be described in steps S1504 and S1523).
[0116] When it is decided in step S1501 that the print
data or form data exists, the print data or form data is
read out in next step S1502. When the data reading
source is the form data memory 605b and the data is the
end of the form data (step S1503), the data reading
source is switched to the input buffer (S1504). If the data
is not the end of the form data, the data reading source
is not switched but the next data is subsequently read out.
[0117] In step S1505 and subsequent steps, the
read-out data is analyzed. In step S1505, a check is made
to see if the read-out data is the print data from the input
buffer and the print data is the form data registration com-
mand. When the read-out data is determined to be the
form data registration command, in step S1525, the form
data as much as the size instructed as a parameter of
the form data registration command is read out from the
input buffer and written into the form data memory 605b.
To read out the next print data from the input buffer 607,
the processing routine is returned to step S1501.
[0118] When it is decided in step S1505 that the
read-out data is not the form data registration command,
a check is made in next step S1506 to see if the read-out
data is a character print command. If the read-out data
is decided to be the character print command, the cached
font is searched from a font cache area (not shown) in
the RAM 605 in step S1507. In step S1508, as a result
of the search, a check is made to see if the font has been
cached. If YES, corresponding drawing instruction infor-
mation (application) is generated in step S1509. In Figs.
15A, 15B and 15C, since the print data in the form data
and the data to be overlaid are processed in substantially
the same manner, all of the mode flags described in Figs.
11A and 11B are set to "1".
[0119] Although an explanation is omitted in Figs. 11A
and 11B and the like, the following processes are sub-
sequently executed. That is, a check is made in step
S1510 to see if a shortage of the memory has occurred
at the time of making of the application. If the shortage
of the memory is decided, in step S1511, an error is dis-
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played on a display panel or the like of the main body of
the controller 103. To process the next data, the process-
ing routine is returned to step S1501.
[0120] When the character pattern to be printed is not
found in the font cache in step S1508, in step S1512, as
for the font scaler (a part of the object generator 603a),
outline data corresponding to the font and character code
designated by the parameters of the print data is read
out from the font ROM 604 and a character pattern cor-
responding to the character size and direction likewise
designated by the parameters is formed.
[0121] In step S1513, a font object is generated (also
registered into the font cache). In step S1514, a check
is made to see if a shortage of the memory has occurred.
If YES, in step S1515, an error is displayed on the display
panel or the like of the main body of the controller 103.
Since the processes in step S1515 and subsequent steps
are similar to those in case of hitting into the font cache,
their descriptions are omitted here.
[0122] When the print data is not the character print
command in step S1506, a check is sequentially made
to see if it is an image drawing command (S1516), a line
drawing command (S1519), or a form designation com-
mand (S1521). If YES in steps S1517 to S1518 and step
S1520, the drawing object according to each of the print
commands is generated (all of the applications are
formed by the mode flag "1"). It is not always necessary
to perform the discrimination of those print commands in
accordance with the above order and it is assumed that,
the other many print commands and drawing objects (not
shown in Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C) can be also processed
(S1524).
[0123] When the print command is decided to be the
form designation command in step S1521, a check is
made in step S1522 to see if the form data designated
by the parameter of the form designation command has
already been registered in the form data memory 605b.
If NO, the present form designation command is invali-
dated and the processing routine is returned to step
S1501. However, if the form data has already been reg-
istered, the data reading source is switched to the form
data in step S1523. Specifically speaking, it is sufficient
to construct in a manner such that a flag showing which
one of the input buffer and the form data the reading
source is and an RAM address serving as a reading
source are provided and those flag and RAM address
are properly set. (The RAM address indicates either the
input buffer 607 or the form data memory 605b.) After
that, to process the other print data, the processing rou-
tine is returned to step S1501.
[0124] As mentioned above, after the form designation
command was recognized, the reading source of the print
data is switched to the form data memory. The compo-
nent elements of the form such as characters, images,
or lines stored as form data are processed in substantially
the same manner as the case where the printing is in-
structed in the data to be overlaid (normal page).
[0125] In the above description, the form data is read

out and the corresponding drawing object is generated
only in the case where the form designation command
is recognized. However, it is also possible to construct
so as to automatically read out the form data every page
until the form designation is cancelled.
[0126] As for the drawing objects generated in accord-
ance with the flowchart of Figs. 15A, 15B and 15C, both
of the drawing object processed as a part of the form
data and the drawing object processed as data to be
overlaid are mixedly stored into the object memory 605a.
[0127] Therefore, the application (mode flag = 1) in the
form data and the application (mode flag = 1) of the data
to be overlaid are linked from the same band table 802
to the application 805 described in Fig. 8 and, at the time
of the sheet ejection, all of them are drawn into the band
buffer 605c by the mode flag = 1 (step S1114 in Figs.
11A and 11B). That is, in accordance with the plane flag
808 of the application, while the drawing is performed by
"1" for the planes in which the plane flag is set to "1"
(painted in black), the drawing is performed by "0" for the
planes in which the plane flag is set to "0" (blank space).
[0128] The construction according to the first aspect
of the invention comprises: memory means (RAM 605)
having plane buffers (for example, the band buffer 605c)
to store a plurality of plane images; first drawing means
(which is controlled by the CPU 601 on the basis of the
program stored in the form raster drawer 603e) for inde-
pendently storing image data into each plane buffer on
the basis of a print command; and second drawing means
(which is controlled by the CPU 601 on the basis of the
program stored in the object drawer 603c) for storing the
image data into the plane buffers in which the drawing is
necessary and erasing data at the positions of the image
data in the planes in which the drawing is unnecessary
on the basis of a print command, wherein the first drawing
means and the second drawing means are switchable
and the image data is drawn (this switching is controlled
by the CPU 601 on the basis of the mode flag).
[0129] The construction according to the further aspect
further comprises: form image memory means (form
raster memory 605d in the RAM 605) for storing the form
image (form raster in the embodiment) on the basis of
the input form data; and control means (function of the
CPU 601) for controlling in a manner such that the form
image is drawn in the plane buffer by the first drawing
means and the print data which is written to a predeter-
mined position of the form is drawn in the plane buffer
by the second drawing means.
[0130] According to the construction of the second as-
pect of the invention, there is provided the image process-
ing apparatus which can overlay-output form data of one
page and print data (data to be overlaid in the embodi-
ment) which is written to a predetermined position of a
form, comprising: form data memory means (form data
memory 605b) for storing the form data of at least one
page; form image forming means (which is controlled by
the CPU 601 on the basis of the program stored in the
object drawer 603c) for reading out the form data from
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the form data memory means and analyzing the form
data and forming a form image of one page every plane;
form image holding means (form raster memory 605d)
for holding the form image of at least one page; and form
drawing means (which is controlled by the CPU 601 on
the basis of the program stored in the form raster drawer
603e) for drawing the form image held in the form image
holding means into a memory of the corresponding plane,
wherein image data is drawn into the memory together
with the form image on the basis of the print data (the
CPU 601 switches the object drawer 603c and form raster
drawer 603e and controls).
[0131] The construction according to the further aspect
further has discriminating means (which is controlled by
the CPU 601 in accordance with the flowchart of Fig. 10)
for discriminating whether the form image corresponding
to the form print command has been held in the form
image holding means in the case where the form print
command is instructed. When it is determined by the dis-
criminating means that the corresponding form image
has been held, the form image per plane is drawn onto
the memory of the corresponding plane by the form image
drawing means. When it is decided by the discriminating
means that the corresponding form image is not held,
the form data is read out from the form data memory
means and analyzed by the form image forming means
and the form image is drawn onto the memory of each
corresponding plane.
[0132] According to the construction of the further as-
pect, the form image drawing means (form raster drawer
603e) independently draws the form image into each
plane of the memory. The form image forming means
(object drawer 603c) draws the image data into the plane
in which the drawing is necessary in the memory on the
basis of the intermediate data. The data at the position
of the form image in the plane in which the drawing is
unnecessary is erased.
[0133] The construction according to the further aspect
further comprises: coding means (raster compressor
603f) for encoding a plurality of form images per color
plane every plane; and decoding means (raster decom-
pressor 603f) for decoding the coded form image every
color plane.
[0134] With the above construction, according to the
invention, the color form overlay can be outputted at a
high speed irrespective of the contents of the form data.
Particularly, in case of a print command of a plurality of
pages such that the normal page differs every page for
the form data of the same contents, the form data
processing time of the second and subsequent pages
can be set to almost 0.
[0135] With respect to the regular form portion, since
there is no need to individually have the same drawing
object every plural pages, the memory capacity that is
required for the drawing objects as many as a plurality
of pages can be totally suppressed. The reduction of the
processing speed such as a sheet ejection waiting or the
like can be avoided.

[0136] According to the invention, after the form image
was formed, coded, held, and sequentially decoded eve-
ry color plane on a unit basis obtained by dividing one
page into bands, it is read out and drawn into the band
buffer. Therefore, the pre-process and the skip reading
process are unnecessary upon decoding. The invention
can be easily applied to the image processing apparatus
for drawing the normal page data by the banding method.

[Second embodiment]

[0137] According to the second embodiment, a control
of an image processing apparatus in case of using a wri-
table non-volatile memory such as flash ROM, hard disk,
or the like will be explained. As a non-volatile memory,
for instance, there is an NVRAM. The NVRAM is, for ex-
ample, an RAM to which a backup power source is always
supplied by a battery or the like (not shown). The NVRAM
stores and holds the contents set by the operator through
the panel 104 or a command for environment setting from
the host computer 101 and even if the power source is
turned off, its stored contents are not lost. In case of turn-
ing on the power source, therefore, by initializing in ac-
cordance with the information stored in the NVRAM, the
apparatus can be set to the state at the time of turn-on
of the power source. In the embodiment, form data of the
page description language format has been stored in the
non-volatile memory. The second embodiment of the in-
vention will now be described hereinbelow on the as-
sumption that a flash ROM is used as a non-volatile mem-
ory.
[0138] Fig. 13 is a flowchart showing a form image
forming procedure in the case where the form data of the
page description language format has already been
stored in the flash ROM. Processes in the present flow-
chart can be executed before the print data is received
just after the power source of the image processing ap-
paratus was turned on or for the free time when the print
data to be processed is not received or the like. The proc-
esses can be also executed in accordance with com-
mands received from the host computer.
[0139] In the diagram, first in step S1301, whether the
flash ROM has been mounted or not is discriminated. If
it is not mounted yet, the processes are finished. When
the flash ROM has been mounted, in step S1302, printing
conditions (print resolution, sheet conveying direction,
color mode, etc.) which are necessary to form a form
raster and have been set from a panel menu or the like
are read out. In step S1303 and subsequent steps, the
form raster is formed from the form data stored in the
flash ROM and is registered into the form raster memory.
That is, a check is first made to see if the unprocessed
form data has been stored in the flash ROM (S1303). If
the unprocessed form data is found, the form data is read
out (S1304) and drawing objects of one page are gener-
ated (S1305).
[0140] Whether the print data has been received or not
is discriminated in step S1306. When the print data exists
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in the input buffer, the generated drawing object corre-
sponding to the form data is deleted (S1315) and the
work memory or the like used as a work memory is also
released. After that, the form image forming process is
finished. While the form image is being stored, the form
image stored in the halfway is also released.
[0141] In the embodiment, although the presence or
absence of the reception data has been checked in only
step S1306, the invention is not limited to such a con-
struction. The print data can be confirmed before and
after (a plurality of) steps which require a relatively long
processing time or can be also periodically confirmed by
a timer or the like. With this method, a print instruction
inputted from the outside is not obstructed.
[0142] After the form image of one band was drawn
into the band buffer by using the drawing object in step
S1307, the form image is encoded in step S1308. In step
S1309, a check is made to see if the form image memory
has a memory capacity that is necessary for registration.
If the free memory capacity is short, an error is displayed
in step S1310. After that, the processes are finished.
[0143] If the form image can be registered, the coded
form image is stored into the free area (S1311). The
above processes in steps S1306 to S1311 are repeated
until the processes for all bands (S1312) and all planes
(S1313) are finished. In last step S1314, the unnecessary
drawing object is deleted and the registering process of
one form is finished. Although the embodiment has been
described with respect to the case where an error is dis-
played at the time of a shortage of the memory and the
processing routine is interrupted, it is also possible to
construct in a manner such that the priority is set to each
form raster and each form raster is deleted in accordance
with the order from the low priority, thereby continuing
the registering process of the form raster.
[0144] According to the further aspect of the present
invention as described above, the apparatus in the first
embodiment further comprises memory discriminating
means for discriminating whether the form data has been
stored in the form data memory means or not for a time
during which the data to be printed is not received from
the outside. In the case where it is determined by the
memory discriminating means that the form data has
been stored in the form data memory means, the form
image forming means reads out the form data and forms
the form image.
[0145] In the further aspect, the form image holding
means in the above apparatus is constructed by the
non-volatile memory means.
[0146] According to the second embodiment of the in-
vention, therefore, in the case where the form data has
been stored in the non-volatile device, the form image
can be formed and encoded at the time of the turn-on of
the power source or by using the free time during which
the data to be printed is not received from the host, so
that even the first print of the first page can be outputted
at a high speed.

[Third embodiment]

[0147] The first embodiment has been described with
respect to the case of outputting the form image formed
in the color mode. However, the ordinary color image
processing apparatus is constructed so that the mono-
chromatic mode and the color mode are switched and
the image can be printed and the printing can be also
performed by using only the Bk toner in the same appa-
ratus. In such a case, since the page buffer is constructed
by only the black plane, it is sufficient to set the mode
flag of the application corresponding to the form image
to "1".
[0148] On the other hand, in the case where the normal
page (data to be overlaid) is a page of the color mode
designation and the form image which has already been
formed in the monochromatic mode is overlaid, the mode
flag is set to "0". As mentioned above, even in the case
where the form image is an image of the monochromatic
mode, by switching the setting of the mode flag of the
application corresponding to the form image in accord-
ance with the mode of the normal page, the form overlay
printing by the pre-rasterizing system can be performed.
[0149] The processes shown in the foregoing first to
third embodiments are mainly processed by the CPU 601
and their programs can be realized even by a form of an
external memory card. That is, it will be obviously under-
stood that the invention is also accomplished by a con-
struction such that a storage medium in which program
codes of software to realize the functions of the embod-
iments mentioned above have been stored is supplied
to a system or an apparatus and a computer (or CPU or
MPU) of the system or apparatus reads out the program
codes stored in the storage medium and executes them.
[0150] In this case, the program codes themselves
read out from the storage medium realize the functions
of the foregoing embodiments and the storage medium
in which the program codes have been stored constructs
the invention.
[0151] As a storage medium to supply the program
codes, for example, it is possible to use any one of a
floppy disk, a hard disk, an optical disk, a magnetooptic
disk, a CD-ROM, a CD-R, a magnetic tape, a non-volatile
memory card, an ROM, a DVD, and the like.
[0152] It will be obviously understood that the invention
incorporates not only a case where the functions of the
foregoing embodiments are realized by executing the
read-out program codes by a computer but also a case
where the OS (operating system) or the like which oper-
ates on the computer executes a part or all of the actual
processes on the basis of instructions of the program
codes and the functions of the foregoing embodiments
are realized by those processes.
[0153] Further, it will be obviously understood that the
invention also incorporates a case where after the pro-
gram codes read out from the storage medium were writ-
ten into a memory provided for a function expanding
board inserted in a computer or a function expanding unit
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connected to the computer, a CPU or the like provided
for the function expanding board or function expanding
unit executes a part or all of the actual processes on the
basis of instructions of the program codes, and the func-
tions of the foregoing embodiments are realized by those
processes.
[0154] Although the embodiments have been de-
scribed with respect to the laser printer as an example,
the invention is not limited to such an example but can
be also applied to printers of any other types. However,
as described in the embodiments, it is desirable to apply
the invention to an apparatus of a high speed to a certain
degree. In this meaning, it is desirable to apply the in-
vention to a page printer represented by a laser printer
or an LED printer as mentioned above.
[0155] As described above, according to the invention,
the form can be outputted at a high speed irrespective
of the contents of the form data. Particularly, in a print
command of a plurality of pages such that the normal
page differs every page for the form data of the same
contents, the form data processing time of the second
and subsequent pages can be set to almost O.
[0156] Since there is no need to individually have the
same drawing object every plural pages, a memory ca-
pacity which is required for the drawing objects of a plu-
rality of pages can be totally suppressed. The reduction
in processing speed such as a sheet ejection waiting or
the like can be avoided.
[0157] According to the invention, in the case where
the form data has been stored in a non-volatile device,
the form image can be formed and coded at the time of
the turn-on of the power source or by using the free time
during which the data to be printed is not received from
the host, so that the first print of the first page can be also
outputted at a high speed.
[0158] According to the invention, the form image is
formed, coded, and held every color plane on a unit basis
of the band obtained by dividing one page into bands and
is sequentially decoded at the time of the designation of
the form overlay and, after that, the form image is read
out and drawn into the band buffer. Therefore, the
pre-process or skip reading process are unnecessary up-
on decoding, and the invention can be easily applied to
the image processing apparatus for drawing the normal
page data by the banding method.
[0159] According to the invention as described above,
the form can be outputted at a high speed irrespective
of the contents of the form data.

Claims

1. A colour image processing apparatus which can syn-
thesize form data of one page and print data which
is written to predetermined positions on a form gen-
erated by the form data, the apparatus comprising:

form data memory means (605b) for storing at

least one page of said form data;
form image forming means (603e) for reading
out the form data from said form data memory
means (605b), analyzing said form data and
forming a form image of one page in respect of
every colour plane;
and form image holding means (605d) for hold-
ing of at least one page of said form image, and

characterised by
discriminating means (601, 603d) for discriminating
when a form print command has been instructed
whether a form image corresponding to the form print
command has already been generated and stored
in said form image holding means (605d); and
form drawing means (603b,603f) for independently
storing the form image per colour plane in each plane
of multi-plane output memory (605c) when it has
been discriminated by said discriminating means
(601,603d) that the corresponding form image has
been held in said form image holding means,
means for writing print data into said output memory,
wherein said form image forming means (603e) is
adapted to read out the form data from said form
data memory means (605b) and to form intermediate
data of one page, to draw a form image of raster data
on the basis of the formed intermediate data, and to
store the form image in the output memory (605c),
when it is discriminated by said discriminating means
that the corresponding form image is not stored in
said form image holding means, and also being
adapted to store the image data into those planes in
which image data is required and to erase the data
at locations in those planes in which the image data
is unnecessary on the basis of said intermediate da-
ta.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:

coding means for coding a plurality of form im-
ages per every plane, and
decoding means for decoding said coded form
images;
and wherein said form image holding means is
adapted to store the coded form images.

3. Apparatus according to either of claims 1 or 2, further
comprising memory discriminating means for dis-
criminating whether form data has been stored in
said form data memory means or not for a period
during which data to be printed has not been received
from the outside,
and wherein when it is determined by said memory
discriminating means that the form data has been
stored in said form data memory means, said form
image forming means reads out the form data and
forms the form image for output.
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4. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in said form image forming means is adapted to form
the form image in accordance with an externally in-
structed command for forming a form raster.

5. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in said form image forming means is adapted to form
said form image by dividing each page into bands,
and said form image holding means collectively
holds each of the divided form images for one page.

6. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in said form image holding means comprises
non-volatile memory means.

7. Apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein said form image holding means comprises
volatile memory means.

8. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in before the print data is read into said output mem-
ory, said form drawing means is adapted sequential-
ly to read out each of the form images held in said
form image holding means and to write the images
into the output memory for each memory plane.

9. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in said form data is constructed by a command group
of a page description language format.

10. Apparatus according to any preceding claim, where-
in said image processing apparatus is a colour print-
er.

11. A method of processing colour image data by out-
putting for printing form data of one page and writing
print data to predetermined positions with respect to
a form comprising generating by the form data, the
method comprising the steps of:

storing at least one page of said form data in a
form data memory means (605b);
reading out the form data from said form data
memory means (605b), analyzing said form data
and forming a form image for one page in respect
of every colour plane;
and holding said form image in form image hold-
ing means (605d), and characterized by
discriminating when a form print command has
been instructed, whether a form image corre-
sponding to the form print command has been
stored in said form image holding means (605d);
and
storing the form image per colour plane in an
output memory (605c) of each corresponding
colour plane, when it has been discriminated by
said discriminating step that the corresponding
form image has been stored said form image

holding means,
a step of storing print image data in the output
memory;
a form image forming step of reading the form
data from said form data memory means (605b)
so as to form intermediate data of one page by
drawing a form image of raster data on the basis
of said intermediate data, and the step of storing
the form image in the output memory (605c),
when it has been discriminated that the corre-
sponding form image is not stored in said form
image holding means, wherein said form draw-
ing step independently stores a form image into
a plurality of planes of said output memory, and
wherein
said form image forming step stores the image
data into those planes in which the storage im-
age data is necessary and erases data at those
memory locations in the memory planes in which
storage of the image data is not required on the
basis of said intermediate data.

12. A method according to claim 11 further comprising:

the steps of coding a plurality of form images for
each memory plane; and
decoding means for decoding every plane to
said coded form images;
and wherein said form image holding step stores
the coded form images.

13. A method according to any one of claims 11 or 12,
further comprising the steps of discriminating wheth-
er the form data has been stored in said form data
memory means or not for a period during which data
to be printed has not been received from the outside,
and wherein when it is determined that the form data
has been stored in said form data memory means,
said form image forming means reads out the stored
form data and forms the form image.

14. A method according to any one of claims 11 to 13,
wherein the form image is formed in accordance with
an externally instructed command for forming a form
raster.

15. A method according to any one of claims 11 to 14,
wherein a form image is obtained by dividing one
page into bands.

16. A method according to any one of claims 14 to 15,
wherein before the print data is stored into said out-
put memory, said form drawing means sequentially
reads out each of the form images held in said form
image holding means and stores the form images of
each plane into the output memory.

17. A method according to any one of claims 14 to 16,
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including generating said form data by a command
group of a page description language format.

18. A storage medium storing processor implementable
instructions for controlling an electronic processor
carrying out all of the steps of the method of any one
of claims 14 to 16.

Patentansprüche

1. Farbbildverarbeitungsgerät, welches Formularda-
ten einer Seite synthetisieren und Daten drucken
kann, welche an vorbestimmte Positionen in einem
durch die Formulardaten erzeugten Formular ge-
schrieben sind, mit
einer Formulardatenspeichereinrichtung (605b) zur
Speicherung von zumindest einer Seite der Formu-
lardaten,
einer Formularbilderzeugungseinrichtung (603e)
zum Auslesen der Formulardaten aus der Formular-
datenspeichereinrichtung (605b), Analysieren der
Formulardaten und Erzeugen eines Formularbildes
einer Seite in Bezug auf jede Farbebene, und
einer Formularbildhalteeinrichtung (605d) zum Hal-
ten von zumindest einer Seite des Formularbildes,
und
gekennzeichnet durch
eine Unterscheidungseinrichtung (601, 603d) zur
Unterscheidung, wenn ein Formulardruckbefehl an-
gewiesen worden ist, ob ein dem Formulardruckbe-
fehl entsprechendes Formularbild bereits erzeugt
und in der Formularbildhalteeinrichtung (605d) ge-
speichert worden ist, und
eine Formularzeichnungseinrichtung (603b, 603f)
zum unabhängigen Speichern des Formularbildes
pro Farbebene in jede Ebene eines Vielebenenaus-
gabespeichers (605c), wenn es von der Unterschei-
dungseinrichtung (601, 603d) unterschieden wurde,
dass das entsprechende Formularbild in der Formu-
larbildhalteeinrichtung gehalten worden ist,
eine Einrichtung zum Schreiben von Druckdaten in
den Ausgabespeicher,
wobei die Formularbilderzeugungseinrichtung
(603e) dahingehend ausgestaltet ist, um die Formu-
lardaten aus der Formulardatenspeichereinrichtung
(605b) auszulesen, und um Zwischendaten einer
Seite zu erzeugen, um ein Formularbild von Raster-
daten auf der Grundlage der erzeugten Zwischen-
daten zu zeichnen, und um das Formularbild in dem
Ausgabespeicher (605c) zu speichern, wenn es von
der Unterscheidungseinrichtung unterschieden
wird, dass das entsprechende Formularbild nicht in
der Formularbildhalteeinrichtung gespeichert ist,
und außerdem dahingehend ausgestaltet ist, um die
Bilddaten in denjenigen Ebenen zu speichern, in wel-
chen Bilddaten erforderlich sind, und um auf der
Grundlage der Zwischendaten die Daten an Orten

in denjenigen Ebenen zu löschen, in welchen die
Bilddaten nicht erforderlich sind.

2. Gerät nach Anspruch 1, zudem mit
einer Codiereinrichtung zur Codierung einer Vielzahl
von Formularbildern für jede Ebene, und
einer Decodiereinrichtung zur Decodierung der co-
dierten Formularbilder,
und wobei die Formularbildhalteeinrichtung dahin-
gehend ausgestaltet ist, um die codierten Formular-
bilder zu speichern.

3. Gerät nach entweder Anspruch 1 oder 2, zudem mit
einer Speicherunterscheidungseinrichtung zur Un-
terscheidung, ob Formulardaten in der Formularda-
tenspeichereinrichtung gespeichert sind oder nicht,
für eine Dauer, während welcher von außen keine
zu druckenden Daten empfangen worden sind,
und wobei, wenn es von der Speicherunterschei-
dungseinrichtung bestimmt wird, dass die Formular-
daten in der Formulardatenspeichereinrichtung ge-
speichert worden sind, die Formularbilderzeugungs-
einrichtung die Formulardaten ausliest und das For-
mularbild zur Ausgabe erzeugt.

4. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die Formularbilderzeugungseinrichtung da-
hingehend ausgestaltet ist, um das Formularbild ge-
mäß einem von außen angewiesenen Befehl zum
Erzeugen eines Formularrasters zu erzeugen.

5. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die Formularbilderzeugungseinrichtung da-
hingehend ausgestaltet ist, um das Formularbild
durch Teilen jeder Seite in Bänder erzeugt wird und
die Formularbildhalteeinrichtung jedes der geteilten
Formularbilder für eine Seite gemeinsam hält.

6. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die Formularbildhalteeinrichtung eine Einrich-
tung mit nichtflüchtigem Speicher umfasst.

7. Gerät nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, wobei die
Formularbildhalteeinrichtung eine Einrichtung mit
flüchtigem Speicher umfasst.

8. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die Formularzeichnungseinrichtung, bevor
die Druckdaten in den Ausgabespeicher gelesen
werden, dahingehend ausgestaltet ist, um jedes der
in der Formularbildhalteeinrichtung gehaltenen For-
mularbilder sequentiell auszulesen und die Bilder in
den Ausgabespeicher für jede Speicherebene zu
schreiben.

9. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei die Formulardaten durch eine Befehlsgruppe
eines Seitenbeschreibungssprachenformats gebil-
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det sind.

10. Gerät nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche,
wobei das Bildverarbeitungsgerät ein Farbdrucker
ist.

11. Verfahren des Verarbeitens von Farbbilddaten
durch Ausgeben zum Drucken von Formulardaten
einer Seite und Schreiben von Druckdaten an vor-
bestimmte Positionen in Bezug auf ein Formular mit
Erzeugen durch die Formulardaten, mit den Schrit-
ten des
Speicherns zumindest einer Seite der Formularda-
ten in einer Formulardatenspeichereinrichtung
(605b),
Auslesens der Formulardaten aus der Formularda-
tenspeichereinrichtung (605b), Analysierens der
Formulardaten und Erzeugens eines Formularbildes
für eine Seite in Bezug auf jede Farbebene, und
Haltens des Formularbildes in einer Formularbild-
halteeinrichtung (605d), und
gekennzeichnet durch
Unterscheiden, wenn ein Formulardruckbefehl an-
gewiesen worden ist, ob ein dem Formulardruckbe-
fehl entsprechendes Formularbild in der Formular-
bildhalteeinrichtung (605d) gespeichert worden ist,
und
Speicherns des Formularbildes pro Farbebene in ei-
nem Ausgabespeicher (605c) jeder entsprechenden
Farbebene, wenn es von dem Unterscheidungs-
schritt unterschieden worden ist, dass das entspre-
chende Formularbild in der Formularbildhalteein-
richtung gespeichert worden ist,
einen Schritt des Speicherns von Druckbilddaten in
dem Ausgabespeicher,
einem Formularbilderzeugungsschritt des Lesens
der Formulardaten aus der Formulardatenspeicher-
einrichtung (605b), um Zwischendaten einer Seite
zu erzeugen, indem ein Formularbild von Rasterda-
ten auf der Grundlage der Zwischendaten gezeich-
net wird, und den Schritt des Speicherns des For-
mularbildes in dem Ausgabespeicher (605c), wenn
es unterschieden worden ist, dass das entsprechen-
de Formularbild nicht in der Formularbildhalteein-
richtung gespeichert ist, wobei der Formularzeich-
nungsschritt ein Formularbild in eine Vielzahl von
Ebenen des Ausgabespeichers unabhängig spei-
chert, und wobei
der Formularbilderzeugungsschritt die Bilddaten in
denjenigen Ebenen speichert, in welchen die Spei-
cherung von Bilddaten erforderlich ist, und auf der
Grundlage der Zwischendaten Daten an denjenigen
Speicherorten in den Speicherebenen löscht, in wel-
chen eine Speicherung der Bilddaten nicht erforder-
lich ist.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, zudem mit
den Schritten des Codierens einer Vielzahl von For-

mularbildern für jede Speicherebene, und
einer Decodiereinrichtung zur Decodierung jeder
Ebene für die codierten Formularbilder,
und wobei der Formularbildhalteschritt die codierten
Formularbilder speichert.

13. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 oder 12,
zudem mit den Schritten des Unterscheidens, ob die
Formulardaten in der Formulardatenspeicherein-
richtung gespeichert worden sind oder nicht, für eine
Dauer, während welcher von außen keine zu druk-
kende Daten empfangen worden sind,
und wobei, wenn es bestimmt wird, dass die Formu-
lardaten in der Formulardatenspeichereinrichtung
gespeichert worden sind, die Formularbilderzeu-
gungseinrichtung die gespeicherten Formulardaten
ausliest und das Formularbild erzeugt.

14. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 bis 13, wo-
bei das Formularbild gemäß einem von außen an-
gewiesenen Befehl zum Erzeugen eines Formular-
rasters erzeugt wird.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 11 bis 14, wo-
bei ein Formularbild durch Teilen einer Seite in Bän-
der erlangt wird.

16. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 14 bis 15, wo-
bei die Formularzeichnungseinrichtung, bevor die
Druckdaten in den Ausgabespeicher gespeichert
werden, jedes der in der Formularbildhalteeinrich-
tung gehaltenen Formularbilder sequentiell ausliest
und die Formularbilder jeder Ebene in den Ausga-
bespeicher speichert.

17. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 14 bis 16, mit
Erzeugen der Formulardaten durch eine Befehls-
gruppe eines Seitenbeschreibungssprachenfor-
mats.

18. Speichermedium, welches von einem Prozessor
ausführbare Anweisungen zur Steuerung eines
elektronischen Prozessors speichert, welcher alle
Schritte des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche
14 bis 16 ausführt.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement d’images en couleurs qui peut
synthétiser des données de formulaire d’une page
et des données d’impression qui sont écrites dans
des positions prédéterminées sur un formulaire gé-
néré par les données de formulaire, l’appareil
comportant :

un moyen (605b) à mémoire de données de for-
mulaire destiné à stocker au moins une page
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desdites données de formulaire ;
un moyen (603e) de formation d’image de for-
mulaire destiné à extraire les données de for-
mulaire dudit moyen (605b) à mémoire de don-
nées de formulaire, à analyser lesdites données
de formulaire et à former une image de formu-
laire d’une page pour chaque plan de couleur ;
et un moyen (605d) de blocage d’image de for-
mulaire destiné à bloquer au moins une page
de ladite image de formulaire, et

caractérisé par
un moyen de discrimination (601, 603d) destiné à
discriminer, lorsqu’un ordre d’impression de formu-
laire a été demandé par une instruction, si une image
de formulaire correspondant à l’ordre d’impression
de formulaire a déjà été générée et stockée dans
ledit moyen (605d) de blocage d’image de
formulaire ; et
un moyen (603b, 603f) de dessin de formulaire des-
tiné à stocker indépendamment l’image de formulai-
re par plan de couleur dans chaque plan d’une mé-
moire de sortie (605c) à plans multiples lorsqu’il a
été discriminé, par ledit moyen de discrimination
(601, 603d), que l’image de formulaire correspon-
dante a été bloquée dans ledit moyen de blocage
d’image de formulaire,
un moyen destiné à écrire des données d’impression
dans ladite mémoire de sortie,
dans lequel ledit moyen (603e) de formation d’image
de formulaire est conçu pour extraire les données
de formulaire dudit moyen (605b) à mémoire de don-
nées de formulaire et pour former des données in-
termédiaires d’une page, pour dessiner une image
de formulaire de données de trame sur la base des
données intermédiaires formées, et pour stocker
l’image de formulaire dans la mémoire de sortie
(605c) lorsqu’il est discriminé par ledit moyen de dis-
crimination que l’image de formulaire correspondan-
te n’est pas stockée dans ledit moyen de blocage
d’image de formulaire, et qui est également conçu
pour stocker les données d’image dans les plans
dans lesquels des données d’image sont nécessai-
res et pour effacer les données en des emplace-
ments dans ces plans dans lesquels les données
d’image sont inutiles sur la base desdites données
intermédiaires.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comportant en
outre :

un moyen de codage destiné à coder plusieurs
images de formulaire pour chaque plan, et
un moyen de décodage destiné à décoder les-
dites images de formulaire codées ;
et dans lequel ledit moyen de blocage d’image
de formulaire est conçu pour stocker les images
de formulaire codées.

3. Appareil selon l’une des revendications 1 et 2, com-
portant en outre un moyen de discrimination de mé-
moire destiné à discriminer si des données de for-
mulaire ont été stockées dans ledit moyen à mémoi-
re de données de formulaire ou non pendant une
période au cours de laquelle des données devant
être imprimées n’ont pas été reçues de l’extérieur,
et dans lequel, lorsqu’il est déterminé par ledit moyen
de discrimination de mémoire, que les données de
formulaire ont été stockées dans ledit moyen à mé-
moire de données de formulaire, ledit moyen de for-
mation d’image de formulaire extrait les données de
formulaire et forme l’image de formulaire pour la dé-
livrer en sortie.

4. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel ledit moyen de formation
d’image de formulaire est conçu pour former l’image
de formulaire conformément à un ordre par instruc-
tion extérieure pour former une trame de formulaire.

5. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel ledit moyen de formation
d’image de formulaire est conçu pour former ladite
image de formulaire en divisant chaque page en ban-
des, et ledit moyen de blocage d’image de formulaire
bloque collectivement chacune des images de for-
mulaire divisées pour une page.

6. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel ledit moyen de blocage
d’image de formulaire comprend un moyen à mé-
moire non volatile.

7. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 6, dans lequel ledit moyen de blocage d’image
de formulaire comprend un moyen à mémoire vola-
tile.

8. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel, avant que les données
d’impression soient introduites dans ladite mémoire
de sortie, ledit moyen de dessin de formulaire est
conçu pour extraire séquentiellement chacune des
images de formulaire bloquées dans ledit moyen de
blocage d’image de formulaire et pour écrire les ima-
ges dans la mémoire de sortie pour chaque plan de
mémoire.

9. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel lesdites données de for-
mulaire sont constituées par un groupe d’ordres d’un
format de langage de description de page.

10. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel ledit appareil de traitement
d’image est une imprimante en couleurs.
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11. Procédé de traitement de données d’images en cou-
leurs par la délivrance en sortie pour l’impression de
données de formulaire d’une page et l’écriture de
données d’impression dans des positions prédéter-
minées par rapport à un formulaire comprenant une
génération par les données de formulaire, le procédé
comprenant les étapes qui consistent :

à stocker au moins une page desdites données
de formulaire dans un moyen (605b) à mémoire
de données de formulaire ;
à extraire les données de formulaire dudit
moyen (605b) à mémoire de données de formu-
laire, à analyser lesdites données de formulaire
et former une image de formulaire pour une pa-
ge pour chaque plan de couleur ;
et à bloquer ladite image de formulaire dans un
moyen (605d) de blocage d’image de formulai-
re, et caractérisé par
le fait de discriminer, lorsqu’un ordre d’impres-
sion de formulaire a été demandé par instruc-
tion, si une image de formulaire correspondant
à l’ordre d’impression de formulaire a été stoc-
kée dans ledit moyen (605d) de blocage d’image
de formulaire ; et
le stockage de l’image de formulaire par plan de
couleur dans une mémoire de sortie (605c) de
chaque plan de couleur correspondant, lorsqu’il
a été discriminé par ladite étape de discrimina-
tion que l’image de formulaire correspondante
a été stockée dans ledit moyen de blocage
d’image de formulaire,
une étape de stockage de données d’image
d’impression dans la mémoire de sortie ;
une étape de formation d’image de formulaire
consistant à extraire les données de formulaire
dudit moyen (605b) à mémoire de données de
formulaire afin de former des données intermé-
diaires d’une page en dessinant une image de
formulaire de données de trame sur la base des-
dites données intermédiaires, et l’étape de stoc-
kage de l’image de formulaire dans la mémoire
de sortie (605c), lorsqu’il a été discriminé que
l’image de formulaire correspondante n’est pas
stockée dans ledit moyen de blocage d’image
de formulaire, dans lequel ladite étape de dessin
de formulaire stocke indépendamment une ima-
ge de formulaire dans plusieurs plans de ladite
mémoire de sortie, et dans lequel
ladite étape de formation d’image de formulaire
stocke les données d’image dans les plans dans
lesquels les données d’image de stockage sont
nécessaires et efface des données en des em-
placements de la mémoire dans les plans de
mémoire dans lesquels un stockage des don-
nées d’image n’est pas nécessaire sur la base
desdites données intermédiaires.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, comprenant en
outre :

les étapes qui consistent à coder plusieurs ima-
ges de formulaire pour chaque plan de
mémoire ; et
un moyen de décodage destiné à décoder cha-
que plan pour lesdites images de formulaire
codées ;
et dans lequel ladite étape de blocage d’image
de formulaire stocke les images de formulaire
codées.

13. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
11 et 12, comprenant en outre les étapes qui con-
sistent à discriminer si les données de formulaire ont
été stockées dans ledit moyen à mémoire de don-
nées de formulaire ou non pendant une période au
cours de laquelle des données devant être impri-
mées n’ont pas été reçues de l’extérieur,
et dans lequel, lorsqu’il est déterminé que les don-
nées de formulaire ont été stockées dans ledit
moyen à mémoire de données de formulaire, ledit
moyen de formation d’image de formulaire extrait les
données de formulaire stockées et forme l’image de
formulaire.

14. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
11 à 13, dans lequel l’image de formulaire est formée
conformément à un ordre demandé par instruction
extérieure pour la formation d’une trame de formu-
laire.

15. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
11 à 14, dans lequel une image de formulaire est
obtenue en divisant une page en bandes.

16. Procédé selon l’une des revendications 14 et 15,
dans lequel, avant que les données d’impression
soient stockées dans ladite mémoire de sortie, ledit
moyen de dessin de formulaire extrait séquentielle-
ment chacune des images de formulaire bloquées
dans ledit moyen de blocage d’image de formulaire
et stocke les images de formulaire de chaque plan
dans la mémoire de sortie.

17. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
14 à 16, comprenant la génération desdites données
de formulaire par un groupe d’ordres d’un format de
langage de description de page.

18. Support de stockage stockant des instructions exé-
cutables par un processeur pour commander un pro-
cesseur électronique exécutant la totalité des étapes
du procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 14 à 16.
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